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STUDIO VISIT Steven Alan
Celebrating the 20th anniversary of his brand this year, fashion 
designer Steven Alan discusses his hands-on M.O., strategies for  
expansion, and zest for retail. 

INTERVIEW BY TIFFANY JOW
PHOTOS BY ANDREW MUSSON 

What’s your function in the studio?

My role is pretty diverse. I like to do anything that involves product. Whether 
it’s working with my design team or buying team, it’s all the same expression. 
That hasn’t really changed since the beginning, except that back then we 
didn’t have several of the roles we have now. Now that we’ve gotten bigger 
I’ve been able to focus more, which I feel has made us a better company. 

Tell me about the structure of the space here. 

One part is for design; the other half is for production. On the design side, we 
have a men’s designer, a women’s designer, a technical designer, a men’s 
assistant, a women’s assistant, a design director, and some interns. We 

also have two people sourcing and buying the fabric. On the production 
side, we have a head of production, and under him there are both men’s 
and women’s production managers as well as people that oversee sample 
production for each division.

The majority of your line is made in Midtown. Why keep doing it here?
 
I like being involved in that whole process. And I think the product feels 
a lot more special as a result. When I look at mass-produced items, they 
don’t feel the same. 

How involved are you in the design process?

It’s collaborative. I might send my design team pictures of things I’ve seen 
in a book. Or if I see someone on the subway wearing something, I’ll snap 
a picture and say, “I like this silhouette,” and they’ll design into it. They also 
propose silhouettes to me. Sometimes it’s a matter of, “No, that doesn’t fit 
with the rest of the collection” or “Yeah, that’s a great idea, we’ll design more 
into that.” It works out really well because I’m not a trained designer. I don’t 
know how to drape and cut patterns or anything like that. 

But when you launched the Steven Alan line with a men’s shirt, you 
had designed that. 

Steven Alan in his Manhattan studio. 
(FOLLOWING SPREAD, TOP TO 
BOTTOM) Fabric swatches. The  
company’s design studio. 
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I did. The way that I went about design was this: Suppose I had a vintage 
shirt I liked, but I didn’t like the collar. I would take the shirt to a factory in 
the Garment District and say, “I like this shirt, but I want the collar to be like 
this.” And I would show them a picture of another collar. Then they’d make 
a pattern, and I’d look at it and make adjustments with tape. I had a system 
with this black tape. 

Tape? 

I had a roll of narrow black tape. After the first sample was made, I would cut 
off little pieces of tape and place them on the shirt to show how to modify 
things like the pocket, collar, and cuffs. If a pocket was too big, I’d make it 
smaller; if it looked too small, I’d make it bigger. Then I’d ask them to show 
me different stitches on their machines, what they were capable of doing, 
and then I’d design into that.

You grew up with retail in New York: Your parents owned a jewelry store; 
your father is a jewelry designer. How has that influenced your work? 

I tend to like the idea of not just designing, but overseeing the whole execu-
tion of something. I love to design something, merchandise it, put it in the 
store, sell it, produce it, figure out how I’m going to produce it—I like the 
whole process. For me, design feels very isolating. I like being in touch with 
who’s buying and what I’m making as much as possible. We have sample 
sales once a year and I’m always working them. It gives me an opportunity 
to see a lot of our customers at once. 

What’s the most valuable thing you’ve learned from your parents?

To never work with your spouse. 

When you opened the first Steven Alan store, the concept of offering a 
curated selection of under-the-radar designers was totally new. What 
made you decide to do that?

I wanted a place to sell lots of different stuff. The brands were never as 
important as the products—I just wanted beautiful things. Whether the 
designers happened to be famous or not wasn’t the critical issue. My pri-
mary concern was their taste, and the design of the product. I started doing 
this, and then we got written up as a great place to find emerging designers. 

What do you look for in emerging designers?

If you hold up an item, I like there to be a signature. I like it when there’s a 
common thread. So if you like a designer, and I show you a dress and you’re 
like, “Oh, is that by so-and-so?” You can figure it out without seeing their 

name. Then there’s the practical side, of whether or not they can also ship 
and deliver. And then there’s the quality of what they’re making. Sometimes 
designers are super talented but have terrible production. They might be 
really talented but not understand the technical process, or how to articu-
late that. Those are two very different things. A lot of great designers are 
creative directors: They’re really good at conceptualizing but have no idea 
how a product is actually constructed. 

How do you expand in an intelligent way? 

Every time we get bigger, I want to get better. If we’re getting bigger and 
we’re not getting better, then we shouldn’t be growing. It’s one thing if some-
thing works in New York or L.A., but is that going to work in the middle of 
America? We have to prove the concept. 
 It’s also not interesting to expand without having a reason to do it. For 
instance, we didn’t really do denim for years. Not because denim wasn’t 
popular, but because I felt like, there’s a lot of denim, so why do it unless 
I have a point of view I think is missing? Whereas I feel that a lot of other 
collections just do something because they think they have to—it’s not nec-
essarily best of class. I’ve always loved that concept, “best of class.” When 
we buy products, I always try to keep that in mind. 

What’s most special to you about the company you’ve created? 

It’s run in a very holistic way. The business side is interesting because we 
give a lot of creative freedom, even for non-creative positions. We hire 
people who want to own their part of the business; people who need to be 
micromanaged don’t tend to do well in this environment. 
 We represent designers, own retail stores, design our own line—that 
whole mix is pretty fascinating. It’s the whole process. In other situations, 
when someone’s solely a designer, they hand a design to someone who 
does something with it. Maybe it does well, maybe it doesn’t. Maybe they 
don’t even know how it does. I think you can be that far removed. I feel really 
fortunate that I’m able to be part of the entire process because if some-
thing’s not working, I can blame myself. 

How do you define your work? You’re a designer, a merchant, and CEO.

I’m CEO. I think when people think CEO, they think of operations, which 
I’m not. I guess I think of what I do more in terms of being a creative direc-
tor. I manage the brand, but I’m also very much involved in every side of it, 
whether it’s meeting with the CFO or head of retail, working in the show-
room, or whatever. I’m very hands-on. I’m like the filter in the company. I’ve 
never said that, actually—but that really is the essence of what I do. 
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ARCHITECTURE  Fendi London Flagship

Tucked behind the facade of a 19th-century building on London’s Bond 
Street, the new Fendi flagship store evokes the fashion house’s roots 
with a bold concept. Designed by Gwenaël Nicolas and his Tokyo-based 
studio, Curiosity, the store was conceived as a sliced block of travertine, 
in an allusion to the brand’s home city of Rome, also referenced with 
the space’s subtle contrast of materials and muted palettes. Bronze 
spikes, lacquered walls, and stone surfaces evoke the warm patina of 
the Eternal City and create “a very soft and calming effect, a cotton-
like finish,” Nicolas says. The most striking element is a chandelier that 
hangs through a spiraling travertine staircase and connects the store’s 
two levels. Fabricated by the glass experts of Benvenuto in Treviso, the 
fixture—which “recreates a vibrant surface of fur,” Nicolas says—was 
made with more than 5,000 pieces of colored glass. In what Nicolas 
describes as a “ballet of bronze, glass, and stone,” the singular elements—
the chandelier and monolithic staircase—disappear to become part of a 
constant spatial-orchestral performance. —David Basulto, founder and 
editor in chief of the website ArchDaily

LIMITED EDITION Paul Smith’s Guest

For the sixth edition of Lladró’s Guest series, in which the Spanish 
porcelain maker invites an artist or designer to create new 
personalities for its Jaime Hayon–conceived collection of figurine 
characters, British fashion legend Paul Smith has outfitted two 
models. (Tim Biskup, Rolito, and Gary Baseman are among the artists 
who have designed previous collections.) Created in an edition of 
250, Smith’s designs outfit the larger of the two figurines in a gray 
hooded sweatshirt and pants, decorated with colored confetti 
patterns inspired by Matisse. The smaller figurine dressed in blue 
is produced in small, un-numbered editions. One’s face is doglike; 
the other’s is feline. Smith, affectionately, calls the figurines Smithy. 
The cat’s whiskered mask has a quizzical expression, while the dog 
has a foxy face and pointy ears. Both evoke positivity. “The feeling I 
wanted to capture was happiness and optimism to reflect my own 
personality,” Smith says. The fashion designer, who has collaborated 
on everything from a Leica camera to Rug Company rugs, says he was 
drawn to the artisanal quality of Lladró’s porcelain. “I get offered lots 
of collaborations all the time, but the reason I was particularly keen 
to work with Lladró was because of the handcraftsmanship that goes 
into making and painting the models,” he says. —Nonie Niesewand
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UP AND COMING  Denise Reytan

The work of Berlin-based jewelry designer Denise Reytan exudes 
positive energy and celebrates life’s daily moments. For a stain-
less steel cuff bracelet called T1mepeace, the designer took a cue 
from the intricacies of a standard wristwatch, then stripped it of its 
mechanics to alleviate wearers of the pressures of time. In Reytan’s 
other pieces, themes of transformation, collage, and contrast are evi-
dent in her juxtaposition of precious materials, found objects, and 
colorful plastic shapes. “I first lay out my plastic, my silicone, my toys, 
my flea-market finds, and my gemstones,” Reytan says of her design 
approach. “The process of combining them is similar to material paint-
ing. When the piece talks to me—when it has developed a person-
ality—it’s ready to live on its own.” Reytan’s bold, colorful jewelry 
pieces have caught the eye of MoMA Design Store in New York, where 
they’ve just been stocked. The designer says she finds inspiration 
in the color-blocking aesthetic of Pop Art and in pre-Columbian art 
traditions. “Since a young age, I’ve been inspired by Native American, 
Inca, and Aztec cultures,” Reytan says. “The magic in the textiles, the 
colors, the feathers, and the headpieces. Perhaps, in a previous life,  
I belonged to one of those groups.”  —Hannah Gottlieb-Graham
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EXHIBIT  “Killer Heels: The Art of the 
High-Heeled Shoe”

On his first day as a lady in the 1993 film Mrs. Doubtfire, Daniel Hillard, 
played by the late Robin Williams, laments his choice of footwear. “If I 
find the misogynistic bastard that invented heels,” he mutters, “I’ll kill 
him.” Despite the pain and irreversible damage to the body caused by 
the high-heeled shoe, its undying allure can never be overstated: It’s 
an object of sociohistorical significance that for centuries has become 
an icon of glamour, wealth, and femininity. On Sept. 10, the Brooklyn 
Museum of Art will open a massive exhibit (through Feb. 15, 2015) dedi-
cated to the treasured talon haut as not only a fashionable function, 
but also a transcendent marvel of artistry, craftsmanship, and design. 

“Heels are sculptural and architectural forms beyond functionality and 
beyond ‘shoeness,’” says curator Lisa Small. On display at the show 
will be a diverse array of 160 shoes from the 1600s through the pres-
ent, made by fashion houses such as Christian Louboutin, Prada, and 
Alexander McQueen, as well as by architects including Zaha Hadid and 
Rem D. Koolhaas. Small notes the most exciting pieces in the exhibit 
include a 1959 stiletto by Ferragamo that belonged to Marilyn Monroe, 
17th-century silken chopines from Italy, and the pump to rule them all: 
an 8-inch heel created by United Nude. Says Small, “Oh, that’s a Lady 
Gaga shoe for sure.” —Charles Curkin

RETAIL Moncler Blackout

For its collaboration with British photographer Dan Holdsworth, skiwear 
apparel brand Moncler turned the artist’s medium into wearable art. 
Moncler Blackout—available this month and so-named for Holdworth’s  
2010 series “The Blackout Project”—features the artist’s image of a 
Solheimajokull glacier from the south coast of Iceland on a collection of 
jackets, trousers, and accessories. The design is digitally printed onto 
the fabrics to ensure uniform fabric color. Holdsworth says his original 

“Blackout” series had stemmed from the negative effects of volcanic 
debris on the glacier, such as melting ice and discoloration. “I became 
drawn to it because of its striking appearance,” he says. “It had an excep-
tional architecture, composed of particularly fine spires, faceted shards, 
and fragile serrated ridges.” In hopes of restoring the notion of an ideal, 
pristine glacier, Holdsworth inverted the image to transpose the con-
trasting shades of black and white. In an arresting reversal, the white 
sky becomes black space. “The title ‘Blackout’ both playfully alludes to the 
physical production process of the work, and encompasses ideas of the 
blackout as a power outage, or a blackout of the mind,” Holdsworth says. 

“You have the impression of the landscape almost as an X-ray, leaving an 
afterimage in the eye.” —Roxy Kirshenbaum
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TECH Vertu Signature Touch

“The first piece of technology I owned was a small portable record player 
that I used to listen to children’s stories at home as a child,” says Ignacio 
Germade, creative director of British cellphone manufacturer Vertu.  

“I loved how analog it was. I can still remember its smell. This is something 
that somehow has been lost in the tech world today.” 

Germade—who worked at Hayes Davidson, Sapient, IDEO, and 
Motorola, before starting his own firm and eventually taking on his cur-
rent role in 2012—is one of the industry’s most seasoned veterans. His 
new Signature Touch Android smartphone for Vertu speaks to that wealth 
of experience and knowledge. At $10,800 and up, it’s bathed in calfskin, 
machined titanium, and powered by a litany of add-ons, including speak-
ers by Bang & Olufsen. It’s certainly the most exciting device that Vertu 
has deployed since breaking free from Nokia two years ago.

At first glance, most would be forgiven for immediately dismissing 
Vertu as a silly, if not costly, concept. After all, we live in a world with 
perpetually updating iPhones, increasingly daring Androids, and ever-
plummeting price points. Accordingly to Germade, though, Vertu isn’t 
about that: “The important thing to understand here is that each product 
is built by a single craftsman from beginning to end. When they finish this 
process, the signature of the craftsman is laser-engraved on the inside 
of the phone. This shows the skill and pride that goes into creating these 
products.”

Vertu, in many ways, could be considered the Bentley of the smart-
phone world: Just swap hand-stitched steering wheels for microchips 
and titanium. Bentleys, like Vertus, are not constructed for those who 
simply want something slick or fancy. They’re built for people who want 
the highest quality product around and can’t live without being in constant 
contact with the finest extensions of their personality.  “I spend a lot of time 
talking to our customers, and I believe that the common denominator is 
probably their drive and passion for life,” Germade says. “They’re looking 
for the great things that life has to offer—like travel, art, and culture—and 
love sharing these things with their families and friends.”

It’s that true understanding of his clients that Germade uses to drive 
innovation in his products, right down to the selection of materials. “Each 
material helps us achieve different goals, both from a sensorial and per-
formance perspective,” he says. “Take the grade 5 titanium body [of the 
Signature Touch], for example. It delivers a very precise look with very 
elegant lines and controlled geometry; at the same time, it provides the 
desired strength without making the phone heavy. Calf leather adds a 
beautiful contrast.” It would be hard to imagine a company like Vertu suc-
ceeding without such a bold commitment to detail—a commitment that’s 
reinforced in its latest release. —Ted Gushue, executive editor of the 
website Supercompressor
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